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The pandemic has made it abundantly
clear: We all need a roof over our head
and broadband in our home.
Working from home? You need broadband. Signing up for the vaccine? You
need broadband. Three kids at home
doing Zoom school? You really need
broadband.
In truth, the need for internet access has
been an essential requirement for quite
some time. But universal broadband
access—ensuring that each and every
family in America, rural and urban, has
access to affordable internet—has not
been a top priority. That has changed,
and now is the time for policy makers to
take action.
INCOMPAS, the internet and competitive networks association, believes competition must be at the core of this
effort. As we have seen over the last
25 years since passage of the landmark
Telecommunications Act of 1996, smaller
players are the ones that bring new ideas
and innovations (like VoIP and Ethernet),
while also having a better understanding
of needs and solutions that best fit the
local communities they serve.
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and women to work deploying fiber and
building towers doesn’t just create jobs
today in our local communities; it opens
up the economies and will support them
in the future. And make no mistake, our
nation will need more bandwidth if we
hope to compete with China, India and
the EU for new industries of the future,
including self-driving vehicles, drone
delivery and telemedicine.
But if we are going to make this level of
investment, it’s critical that we make a
smart investment—one that increases
speeds and affordability. That’s why federal policy makers in Congress and at the
FCC must increase internet speed benchmarks up from the sluggish 25/3 Mbps
standard to a faster, national 1 Gigabit
and beyond mark for all Americans.
Other nations, including the U.K., have
already set Gigabit goals by 2025, and
if the U.S. doesn’t act quickly, we could
be stuck in an era of broadband obsolescence.

That is why last year, we introduced a
Broadband Blueprint paper to help give
policymakers at all levels of government
a roadmap to success. It begins with
action from Congress. We are supporting bipartisan efforts to make as much
as $100 billion in broadband funding
available.

Policy makers need to increase the
upload speed, too. Just think about your
own experience at home during the pandemic. It’s the UPLOAD speed—like your
family’s ability to communicate via video
meetings—that has really mattered. This
is why fiber is the backbone to our
broadband future. It’s stronger, faster
and more affordable. Plus it doesn’t discriminate between upload and download
speeds and can deliver both download
and upload capabilities no other technology offers. Fiber density also is the backbone for our wireless and 5G platforms.

Rep. James Clyburn (D-S.C.), the Majority
Whip in the House, is leading an effort
that has the potential to be the single
most important infrastructure investment in our nation’s history. Putting men

While Congress has the power to kickstart the new internet age, the real superheroes will be local officials—mayors,
city and county leaders across the nation
who will have the awesome responsibil-
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ity of speeding the deployment of nextgeneration networks that bring more
competition and universal connectivity
to the millions of Americans who still lack
service.
But local leaders need to know the old
days of just calling the local cable monopoly are over. City leaders are going to
need to be smart and forward looking to
best utilize funding and attract greater
private investment. With this in mind,
INCOMPAS has proposed six principles to
help local leaders. They include:
ADD NETWORKS, NOT FEES
Adding new fees and taxes on some
online services or competitive fiber
providers, and not others, will unfairly
skew the marketplace. As we have seen,
demand for creative content and innovative internet services is saving consumers’ money and driving network growth.
STREAMLINE DEPLOYMENT
INCOMPAS has long championed smart
local deployment policy—from dig once
to one-touch make-ready. Transparent
and streamlined deployment approval
processes and reasonable cost-based
rights of way fees are critical. Better
rights of way policies will speed access to
poles and conduit.

“ . . . our nation
will need more
bandwidth if we
hope to compete
with China, India
and the EU for new
industries of the
future, including
self-driving vehicles,
drone delivery and
telemedicine.”

INTERNET FOR ALL
Funding should be targeted to areas
where it is needed most. No community
should be left behind. To that end, investing where infrastructure is needed in
unserved and underserved areas should
be prioritized.
BETTER DATA AND MAPS
Our infrastructure dollars must be based
on reliable and verifiable maps. Millions
of Americans are being ignored and left
behind by fake coverage maps. Enough.
COMPETITION FOR FUNDING
Reverse auctions have brought benefits
and saved taxpayers money. They should
be embraced to close the broadband
availability gap. Broadband monopolies
and duopolies have punished consumers with terrible customer service, slow
speeds and higher prices. They are also
a drag on a community’s ability to add
networks that help small businesses.
FUTURE PROOF NETWORKS
As the FCC finalizes its rule to implement
the Secure and Trusted Communications
Networks Act, it should explicitly allow
wireless providers to use reimbursement
funds to “future proof” their networks by
purchasing OpenRAN-compatible equipment.

Now, to truly help bring broadband
home, it’s important to understand
where people live. And a whopping 30%
of Americans live in multi-tenant environments—apartment buildings, condo
complexes and public housing units.
That is a huge number, and low-hanging
fruit for increasing the deployment of
faster, more affordable gigabit services.
The FCC should immediately take action
against incumbent’s monopoly deals and
exclusive agreements that create economic and contractual barriers to competitive entry.
Will this be the year our nation makes
the commitment to universal connectivity and launches the next internet driven
jobs boom in each and every community from sea to shining sea? I believe
so. Home is where the heart is, but
broadband at home opens our minds to
a future of endless possibilities.
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